
happen to Steve could it happen to me?" It's a pity it
takes a breakdown to elicit that support. I would
encourage any doctor in similar straits to seek help
early from colleagues-we're only human, no matter
how invincible we try to appear.

It was the young who coped and communicated best
with me. Honesty and humanity are so precious.

Finally, my story represents only the tip of an
iceberg. It is not just other Falkland veterans-
somewhere in the region of 20% of the combatants-
and veterans of other military conflicts who are having

problems, or even the survivors of the string of civilian
disasters of recent years. It is the individual whose
personal disaster does not rate media or, sometimes,
even medical recognition but none the less leaves
him or her psychologically damaged and, with the
increasing fragmentation of the family, less able than
ever to find help. Many, like me, will not even be aware
that they have a problem.

It is for these other victims that I regard the telling of
nly story to be essential. In the words of John
Bradford, "But for the grace of God...."

Noel's resurrection

Charles Smith

The last person to see him alive was an Irish prostitute.
She shared his Dublin origins and had London as a
base. He was there to die there anonymously, she to
live anonymously. She had finished another routine
night's work and, unwinding wearily, she noticed him
motionless at the apartment window opposite. He held
her attention for two or three minutes before she
moved off to shower away the dirt and sweat of her
trade.

For Noel the prostitute did not exist, although
others like her had in his relatively short life. He stood
there in the stillness and calm of early morning
London, the memory bank intact and turning over.
London goes to sleep for a few minutes every night
when stragglers from the previous day fall silent and
the early noise makers are not yet awake. He liked that
gap, finding it reassuring. It gave him the courage he
needed to do what he had to do. No more playing
around. No more talking. The time was right.
Two years before, almost to the day, he lay in a

hospital bed returning quite pleasantly from a brush
with death that left him without memory of the
accident or the subsequent week. It was like surfacing
back into light and then noise, shapes, and people.
No real problem. Another battle won, another
risk survived. There was absolutely nothing to let
him know that life would never be the same again.
Everybody else in the ward, all the staff, the patients,
the cleaners, the visitors even, they all knew that he
had lost his leg long before he did and they were used to
it by the time that he woke up. He was not about to get
used to it, though. Never.

It happens to a lot of people. A lousy accident
followed by a battle to save the mangled limb and a cold
surgical decision to amputate. Lots of people lose
bits and pieces. They have jobs, wives, husbands,
girlfriends, compensation-of course they recover.
Some of them are even improved by it all. You know
the scene. The tragedy brings a family together. Life is
a bonus not an entitlement. That sort of self deception.
They go on living and denying. It would not be like
that for Noel. Not at all.
He deliberated long and hard about killing the

surgeon, the one who failed to sew his leg back on.
They can transplant hearts and kidneys and livers can't
they? But nobody had bothered to reconnect his leg.
He asked about that one morning during the ward
round and the entourage thought it strange. You see,
patients are supposed to keep stupid criticisms and
questions to themselves, and what is more they should
be grateful and respectful towards surgical and medical
experts who save lives. One young student nurse, more
sensitive than her seniors, was quite frightened by his
inquiries and the way he asked them and she knew he
was different. Not for him the usual subservience, the

expected cooperation in recovery. For Noel there was
no chance of that.

Phantom sensations
He had plenty of time to think because he was left

alone in the ward. That is the way he wanted it. No ties,
no friendships, no obligations, no commitments. He
drifted through the days and nights. Awake, he
worried about the old bit. What did they do with it?
Burn it? Bury it? Half awake, half asleep, he was
convinced more than once that the leg had regrown and
that he was whole again. He had phantom sensations
that convinced him the leg was restored in place and he
would have to check again and again. He didn't need to
check the pain, the anger, the frustration.
The student nurse was not the only one to notice how

different he was. Years earlier, in his small local
primary school, Mr McDonagh decided to take on
the non-conforming Noel. It seemed an unequal
struggle with adult size and role pitted against a child,
a child with a difference. This one never cried, never
apologised, never submitted, never showed fear. Noel
won the long battle with Mr McDonagh. McDonagh
gave up, but Noel lost out on the way. By the time that
he was finished with Mr McDonagh he had arrived at a
stage where he couldn't laugh, couldn't play, and he
certainly couldn't trust. At home it wasn't much
different because his father seemed angry with him all
the time as well and nobody seemed to protect him-
that's the way it felt. It was like a constant confusing
war and he didn't know what side he was on most of the
time.
Somebody had to pay for what he had to put up with.

Someone else had to suffer. If no one cared about
hurting him why should he care about hurting others?
There was a score that had to be settled and later, when
he was bigger, someone was going to get it. Perhaps
Mr McDonagh, perhaps someone who just looked
sideways at him. He never liked girls, although plenty
were attracted to him. He knew all about physical sex
by the time that he was 14, but he knew nothing about
being bowled over by a girl, being madly in love, being
vulnerable. No, that was never to happen to him. He
would continue to get mean and perhaps a bit vicious.
Nora McCawley at the tender- age of 16 loved this

handsome young warrior and whatever he wanted she
gave. He thought it was funny when he once persuaded
her to remove her dress in a courting wood and he ran
off with it, really ran off. He didn't return to end the
joke, though she waited, embarrassed and ashamed,
for hours, and she needed a samaritan in a passing car
to rescue her and bring her to more humiliation, first to
a neighbour's house and then to her angry, confused
home. Her parents banned and barred Noel and saved

Central Mental Hospital,
Dundrum, Dublin 14
Charles Smith, FRCPI,
medical director
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Nora a lot of misery and pain. When he found out
about their rejection ofhim he thought seriously about
setting the McCawley household on fire with all of
them in t.

Relief in hunting
Noel got some release from persisting resentments

when he took off into the countryside to camp and
hunt. With growing insight he thought he was safer on
his own and the hunting, at which he quickly became
skilful, satisfied something in him, relieved him. It
wasn't that he needed all that he caught or that he
enjoyed and contrived a slow, painful, cruel death for
his prey, but the exercise soaked up a lot of aggressive
energy, leaving him more at ease, sated. All of that had
gone on before and he was already a moulded fighting
machine with aggressive energy to burn when the
accident exploded.
He had terrible trouble trying to master the artificial

limb. They eventually fitted it, iffitting is what you call
clumsy, ignorant, painful strapping of lifeless steel and
leather to a living, angry stump. He hated every hand
that touched him, every tape that measured him, every
eye that glanced his way in the limb fitting department.
The technicians had seen a lot of reactions in their
time, but nothing ever like the killing looks of Noel
when he quickly got fed up with their impossible
struggle to restore function that would never approach
normality.
The new limb hurt the old one and in warm weather

it got hot and sticky. It creaked and snapped and
announced his disability even before his limp came into
view. He was angry with those who decided to risk
talking to him about his accident and suspicious of
those who didn't, who pretended they noticed nothing.
Anyone who seemed genuinely interested in him was
banished with insult or threat.
He was not about to discover religion or anything

stupid like that, but he would fantasise a voyage to
Lourdes, a plunge into the healing waters and a re-
emergence complete and restored, never again to
seethe, never again to limp, never again to hate. Those
thoughts became his version of prayer. He didn't
believe in his prayers and they went unheeded.
He wrote all of this down so that if something

terrible happened he would leave some answers behind.
A few drinks made another type of fantasy increasingly
attractive. This one included finding a small, quiet
business office with three employees. Two young
women and a man. The door would lock and the shades
go down and the man would die. The women would
live for a while as he played a game. They had to give
the right answers to his questions to survive. He would
start offwith simple stuff, moving on to six markers. It
was all rehearsed, their death inevitable. It was sick
really because what he intended was worse than
what he wrote down. He recorded only the major
components. He didn't tell about the sadistic torturing
that he was getting close to at that stage. Somebody had
to pay for Noel's anger and pain.
No one actually saw him jump but plenty saw what

was left ofhim. The 12 storey drop did a good mincing
job on Noel and nobody, not even the ambulance crew,
noticed his amputated stump. There was no sign of the
artificial limb. No sign of it in the street, no sign of
it in the jump room. It was gone forever. He was
thoroughly successful in destroying himself, that's for
certain, but there was more to it than that. His life was
gone, finished. Some would say good riddance, but
others were alive and would stay that way. That was
Noel's sacrifice, his way of offering a pra"yer that
delivered the goods. Noel's resurrection.

This story is based largely on the life and death of a real
patient. He and I struggled for years to avoid a killing and he
chose suicide, I'm certain, as his contribution to that struggle.
A new Noel walked into my office last week.

OK surgical technology

Roy Calne

Surgery is changing as new technologies are introduced
and these are shown to be more effective with less
morbidity and cheaper than previous therapeutic
options. This change has been gathering momentum,
not only in surgical specialties, such as endoscopic
urology and orthopaedics, but also in laparoscopic
and endoscopic gynaecology and interventional
radiography. New instruments allow manipulations
through natural orifices of the body or through minute
keyhole incisions, and orifice and keyhole surgery is
now well established. It is also gaining a following in
general surgery, in particular for cholecystectomy.
As the equipment is expensive and the technical

expertise required considerable it is logical to specialise
in a few procedures that obtain the best results. There
has been concern that specialisation in medicine would
lead to fragmentation, especially as the new techniques
require prolonged training and those who have gone
through the hoop tend to make access to the specialty
more difficult for any but the committed specialist.
But theseOK procedures will get more popular. Not

only is it preferable for a patient to have minute
scars and be discharged back to work a few days
after cholecystectomy, but they are manna to those
administering health care funds. Nevertheless, several
important educational and logistic matters ought to be
considered.

* To be an effective practitioner at endoscopic mani-
pulations in the knee joint is there any justification for
the traditional training of six years plus an additional
preregistration year covering subjects which will have
not the remotest practical relevance to the OK surgical
techniques? Will community medicine and psychiatry
help skilled endoscopic surgery in the knee joint?
Similar examples could be cited for each of the OK
specialist procedures.
* How can these changes be accommodated to the
needs of wide training for the country surgeon in
Australasia or the surgeon in a mission hospital in a
developing country? Life is too short for surgeons to
obtain the appropriate trade union ticket for each ofthe
subspecialties. Moreover, the expensive equipment
will probably not be available in small isolated
hospitals.
* There will be a need for surgeons with a wider
training in centres where the OK surgery is practised,
who are able to use old fashioned macro surgery
through large incisions-for example, if the portal vein
is damaged during an OK cholecystectomy.
* If medical education is to be modified to cater
for the needs of OK surgical technology there must
be some mechanism to maintain the wider trained
generalist who can assess the patient and point out that

University ofCambridge
Roy Calne, FRS, professor of
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